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From Melanocytes to Melanoma: The Progression to MalignancyHumana Press, 2005

	Leading researchers and clinicians join forces to explain how malignant melanoma develops from its benign precursor cell type. The authors focus on the molecular mechanisms involved in melanogenesis, in the malignant transformation of melanocytes, and in the further progression of primary melanomas into invasive and metastatic melanomas. They...
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The Internet: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2006
The Internet is almost synonymous with change--that's one of its charms, and one of its headaches.  You may think you know the Internet, but are you really up to speed on internet telephones, movie and TV downloading, blogging, gaming, online banking, dating, and photosharing?

This utterly current book...
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Ad Hoc Mobile Wireless Networks: Protocols and SystemsPrentice Hall, 2001

	The authoritative guide to the state of the art in ad hoc wireless networking.

	
		
			Reflects the field's latest breakthroughs

	
	
		
			Covers media access, routing, service discovery, multicasting, power conservation, transport protocol, and much...
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Google Plus First Look: a tip-packed, comprehensive look at Google+Packt Publishing, 2011

	In four years on Facebook, I gained 453 friends. In four months on Google+, I have
	10,141 followers. In the course of this book, you'll learn everything I know about G+
	and have a bunch of fun doing it!


	At first glance, Google+ (or Plus, the terms are interchangeable) seems awfully
	familiar. You can make Posts, like on...
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Linux For Dummies, 7th EditionFor Dummies, 2006
Use the DVD to sample Linux without installing
    

    Pick a flavor and see what this stable, economical operating system can do!    

    If you've ever wondered whether the Linux penguin knew something you should know, here's where to find out. This plain-English guide walks you through...
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Learn Excel from Mr. Excel: 277 Excel Mysteries SolvedHoly Macro! Books, 2005
Containing 277 business case studies that illustrate nearly every aspect of Excel, this book presents real-life business problems and works them through to their solutions. In addition to exemplary solutions, each case analysis considers alternate approaches and gotchas, and includes a summary of the necessary commands and functions. Excel...
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Ethics, Design and Planning of the Built Environment (Urban and Landscape Perspectives)Springer, 2013

	The book proposes a set of original contributions in research areas shared by planning theory, architectural research, design and ethical inquiry. The contributors gathered in 2010 at the Ethics of the Built Environment seminar organized by the editors at Delft University of Technology. Both prominent and emerging scholars presented their...
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Linux Network Administrator's Guide, 3rd EditionO'Reilly, 2005
The Linux Network Administrator's  Guide, Third Edition updates a classic Linux title from O'Reilly. This  refreshed resource takes an in-depth look at everything you need to know to join  a network. Topics covered include all of the essential networking software that  comes with the Linux...
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Blogging in a Snap (Sams Teach Yourself)Sams Publishing, 2005
The World Wide Web is a big place, and it is hard to find your way through it, much less make an impact on it. Blogs have revolutionized the idea of each person having a voice on the web and Sams Teach Yourself 			Blogging In a Snap is your guide to making your mark on the Internet...
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Cut Out and Keep: Around the USA in 50 Craft ProjectsLaurence King Publishing, 2015

	Join us on a road trip with a difference. Intrepid crafters Cat Morley and Tom Waddington set off around the United States using recommendations and tips from visitors to their popular website Cut Out + Keep. Inspired by the distinctive history and culture Cat and Tom found in each state, they created a step-by-step project for every one. The...
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Shape Up with Gabby Allen: Fast Food + Dynamic Workouts - Transform Your Body in 4 WeeksEbury Press, 2019

	
		ARE YOU READY FOR SUMMER? 

		

		Join Personal Trainer Gabby on her instagram as she works out and cooks from the book.

		

		You know Gabby from Love Island, Big Brother and instagram, you've worked out with her bestselling Shape Up app - now get to know all her diet and...
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Power Phone Scripts: 500 Word-for-Word Questions, Phrases, and Conversations to Open and Close More SalesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2017

	Start closing sales like top producers!


	Have you ever found yourself at a loss for what to say when the gatekeeper asks you what your call is about? Have your palms ever sweated when the decision maker shuts you down with: “I wouldn’t be interested”? Has your heart taken a fast dive into your stomach when,...
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